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SmartStripsTM IgG -Blood

SmartStripsTM IgG -Colostrum

Reference

BIO K 399

BIO K 405

Type

immuno-chromatography

immuno-chromatography

Presentation

box of 10 complete kits

box of 10 complete kits

> About SmartStripsTM App
SmartStrips™ is an innovative concept that makes
the accuracy of laboratory immuno-enzymatic assays
(ELISA) available to veterinary practitioners for use in
the oﬃce or on the farm.
SmartStrips™, developed by BIO-X DIAGNOSTICS, kicks
oﬀ a new generation of robust, accurate quick tests
(quantitative results are possible) that include a data
transmission module connected to your computer or
LIMS.
SmartStrips™ App requires no special equipment (a
simple smartphone* suﬃces), fastidious handling, or
laboratory expertise. It is proposed as a means for
reading the results of our SmartStrips™ quick diagnostic
tests:
As an alternative to reading the “positive/negative”
answer tests with the naked eye.

SmartStripsTM App
tools:

works like a set of sequential

to recognise the test parameter via the QR code
printed on the device. Careful: Do not mask or damage
the QR code when reading the test;
to read the test (automatic visual capture);
to interpret the result (the response may be of various
types, i.e., positive/negative, positive/dubious/negative,
semi-quantitative (value intervals), or quantitative,
depending on the parameter);
to create ﬁles (by animal, batch of animals, farm, etc.);
and
to export data (test results, date, geographical
coordinates, and attached comments) to a remote
computer or server.

As a system for reading/interpreting all the tests
that require either a semi-quantitative or quantitative
calibrated response.
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* : Currently available on iPhone and iPod Touch, with IOS 10 and higher.

Bio-X Diagnostics is ISO 9001:2015
certiﬁed to assure the best to its customers

www.biox.com

BIO-X DIAGNOSTICS

SMARTSTRIPSTM IgG - Blood
SMARTSTRIPSTM IgG - Colostrum
Quantitative, Connected , Rapid Test

www.biox.com

■

Voluntary protection in the case of antennal
vaccination of the dams
“Involuntary” protection against germs in the
breeding farm environment

Colostrum can provide the calf with a potentially
massive amount of most G1 immunoglobulin (with
smaller proportions of types G2, A, and M), as
well as immunologically active cells and soluble
elements with aspecific antimicrobial activity.
The IgG serum concentration in the post-colostral
calf is highly predictive of the calf’s general
condition at weaning. It is thus vital to verify :

■
■

the intrinsic quality of the colostrum that is
collected and
the IgG serum concentration in the calf after
its distribution to eliminate the risk of passive
immunity transfer failure.

SmartStripsTM Bovine Immunoglobulin is a simple, accurate, and robust way to monitor passive immunity
transfer, to detect anomalies, and to take appropriate
action.

Quantitative, Connected , Rapid Test
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> Colostrum results

> Blood results

SmartStrips (mg/ml)

The calf is born with a competent immune system
but one that is practically devoid of gamma
globulins and hypo-reactive at a time when it
is going from a sterile to a hostile environment.
Thus, maternal passive immunity transfer via the
colostrum, along with early establishment of
intestinal flora, is the calf’s first – and crucial –
system of defence against microbial attack :

SmartStrips™ IgG has been validated against a reference laboratory method on a signiﬁcant number of samples.

SmartStrips (mg/ml)

SMARTSTRIPSTM IgG - Blood
SMARTSTRIPSTM IgG - Colostrum
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SmartStrips™ IgG yields robust, reproducible results that are comparable to those of laboratory methods.

SmartStripsTM IgG, which is based on the SmartStrips™

App developed and produced by BIO-X DIAGNOSTICS,
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is the ﬁrst veterinary tool for measuring immunoglobulin
levels that is:

■
■
■
■
■

usable on the farm

■
■

quantitative: values expressed in mg/ml

quick: readings in under 10 minutes

simple: handling kept to a minimum

ﬂexible: suitable for analysing colostrum and blood
speciﬁc:

measurement

concentration

of

the

IgG1+G2

connected: data stored on and exported to remote
computers
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